


Connecting Collected Objects
A collective photography project 
by Jeanne Blissett Robertson 

As most of us are under quarantine, we are spending a lot of our time indoors. Whether that’s 
in a space recently inhabited or lived in for a long time, you will have objects/items around 
you that each have their own personal history. 

This workshop looks at re-addressing these objects in a focussed way, subjectively thinking of 
their meaning and quality. With a selection of objects, a set of instructions and some playful
arrangement you will create an installation that connects these objects to others. The objects 
may never interact again, but the documentation will serve as a reminder of a surreal point in 
time.

By following this instruction pack, you will create a temporary installation, a photograph and 
a Risograph print, printed by Dopple Press and displayed on Brighton CCA’s website. 

 

STEP ONE: Select your objects (we encourage you to keep a note of your reasons) 

Ingredients: 12 items (all items have to be safe to carry and handle)

- Select an object/item of love

- Select an object/item of success

- Select an object/item of failure

- Select an object/item of change

- Select an object/item of history

- Select an object/item of ritual

- Select an object/item that is textured

- Select an object/item that is smooth

- Select an object/item that is brightly coloured

- Select an object/item that is wider than 20cm

- Select an object/item that is taller than 20cm

- Select an object/item that is curved



STEP TWO: Installation & Photography

- Find a clear bit of space to place your objects

- Place objects around the space in a circle

- Take a picture for your own record

- Place object that is wider than 20cm in the middle

- Place object of texture on top

- Place object of failure to its right

- Place object of success to its left

- Place object of love on top of the object of texture

- Place brightly coloured object half onto the object of success

- Place object of change half on top of object of failure

- Place object taller than 20cm on top of the wide object, touching the object of change

- Place curved object next to something straight

- Interact the smooth object with the textured object in a playful way

- Place the object of history in a position of strength

- Place the object of ritual so it is connecting to several things at once

- Take a birds eye picture of the installation with nothing else in the way

- Put all objects/items back

STEP THREE: Prepare for Riso print

- Transfer your image to a computer/laptop if possible

- View image full screen (as big as A4); your screen will act as a lightbox

- Place A4 piece of paper onto screen and trace rough outline of objects with pencil



- Take paper off screen and with black pen/paint/charcoal go over pencil with expressive lines     
   and marks 

- These lines/marks will form the coloured overlay on top of the print (but keep them black        
   for now)

- Send both the clear image of line drawing and the digital image of installation to 
  p.wright@brighton.ac.uk

PART FOUR: Feedback session - Connecting Collected Objects
Wednesday 6 May 2020 

This feedback session will be a group zoom meeting where participants can share their prints 
and working processes. As well as evaluating your own work, it will be a chance to hear how 
other people constructed their outcome. It’s a great way to understand your working process 
and the print you created.

Participants are welcomed to attend the feedback session even if they do not want to take part 
in the feedback activity. Please let us know if you will be joining by email to 
p.wright@brighton.ac.uk

Jeanne Blissett-Robertson (b.1993) was born and raised in Brighton and graduated from 
the Glasgow School of Art in 2015 with a BA Hons degree in Sculpture and Environmental 
Art. She currently lives and works in Brighton, working across sculpture and installation 
using hand-crafted and digital processes. Her multi-media work combines design with nature, 
curating and fusing both sources of inspiration to form a sense of escape and unlimited 
possibility. She recently exhibited work in Lewes Light Festival 2020 and took part in an 
international residency in Abu Dhabi,2019. Alongside her practice, Jeanne works with 
organisations to carry out experimental workshops with diverse groups of people including 
prisoners, art teachers, young adults and children with SEND.

COMMUNAL Online: Passages of Time is a three-part programme examining alternative 
understandings of our social narratives and the models of organisation which reflect them.

Get in touch with Brighton CCA via brightoncca.art or @brightoncca

http://www.jeanneblissettrobertson.co.uk
http://brightoncca.art
http://brightoncca.art

